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EoSD Ronin Kenjutsu
Kenjutsu (剣術), meaning "the method, or technique, of
the sword." This is opposed to kendo, which means the
way of the sword. Kenjutsu, which originated with the
samurai class of feudal Japan is the umbrella term for all
traditional (koryū) schools of Japanese swordsmanship.
The exact activities and conventions undertaken when
practicing kenjutsu vary from school to school, where the
word school here refers to the practice, methods, ethics,
and metaphysics of a given tradition, yet commonly
include practice of battlefield techniques without
opponent and techniques where two persons paired kata
(featuring full contact strikes to the body in some styles
and no body contact strikes permitted in others).
Historically schools incorporated sparring under a variety
of conditions, from using solid wooden bokutō to the use
of the bamboo sword (shinai) and armour (bogu). In
modern times sparring in Japanese swordsmanship is
more strongly associated with Kendo.

The EoSD Ronin Kenjutsu system demands in depth
knowledge to other weapons used on the battlefields of
Japan in order to fully execute a full defense or counter
attack.

Batto jutsu is the rapid but smooth, controlled
movements of drawing the sword from its scabbard,
striking or cutting an opponent, removing blood from the
blade and then replacing the sword back in to the
scabbard.

Gekiken - Free Sparring
Simply speaking, gekiken (literally “striking sword”) is a full-
contact training system with bōgu (body armor) and shinai
(bamboo sword) and is considered the predecessor of
modern Kendō. With this term, we are not referring to the
“sportified” kenjutsu found in the early Meiji Era (1868-
1912), where financially devastated samurai families’ heirs
performed in front of audiences in order to make a living;
rather, we are speaking in regard to the training system
that developed in the Kantō plain during the mid-18th
century, that put an emphasis on reproducing real combat
situations by allowing for practitioners to freely strike each
other at will without fear of permanent injury.

Upon the conclusion of the era of the “sword saints”
(Musashi Miyamoto, Tuskahara Bokuden and Isehara no
Kami), kenjutsu training began to lose much of its
substance. However, many samurai in the Kantō plain
preferred rough training methods over formal practice;
thus, laying the groundwork for many gekiken schools to
develop.

Gekiken schools adopted the “men” (mask) and the “dō”
(body armor) that were already being used in sōjutsu
(spear art) schools, where practitioners were allowed to
strike opponents as they desired in a relatively safe
manner. Consequently, schools that decided to not include
gekiken in their curriculums began to lose their appeal as
their combat principles became based on theory rather
than practical application.

One might ask, what the difference is between it and
modern Kendō – Well, Kendō is a wonderful art that has
raised Japanese swordsmanship to new levels – where
both speed and timing are worshipped by limiting strikes
on men, dō, kote (gauntlet) and tsuki (thrusting to the
throat). Thus, it is considered a safer practice. However,
Gekiken is the opposite – it has no restrictions regarding
where strikes are allowed on an opponent. Said differently,
gekiken teaches how to strike body parts that are not
protected by armor. This is because a samurai was
expected to fight for and risk his life for his lord on the
battlefield wearing a full set of armor. Consequentially, the
purpose of gekiken is to resemble real combat situations
as much as possible.

Another difference between modern Kendō is the
possibility of grappling, throwing, submitting, and choking
one’s opponents. Every ryūha has its own gekiken, but the
ratio of kenjutsu and jūjutsu in our school is 1:1. EoSD has
maintained a strong focus on the kumiuchi (grappling
techniques), making it more similar to a mixed martial art
of the past.
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Parts of the Katana
Fuchi (縁): The fuchi is a hilt collar between the tsuka
and the tsuba.
Habaki (鎺): The habaki is a wedge shaped metal collar
used to keep the sword from falling out of the saya and
to support the fittings below; fitted at the ha-machi and
mune-machi which precede the nakago.
Kaeshizuno (返し⻆): a hook shaped fitting used to
lock the saya to the obi while drawing.
Kashira (頭): The kashira is a butt cap (or pommel) on
the end of the tsuka.
Kōgai (笄): The kōgai is a spike for hair arranging
carried sometimes as part of katana-koshirae in
another pocket.
Koiguchi (鯉⼝): The koiguchi is the mouth of the saya
or its fitting; traditionally made of buffalo horn.
Kojiri (鐺): The kojiri is the end of the saya or the
protective fitting at the end of the saya; also
traditionally made of buffalo horn.
Kozuka (⼩柄): The kozuka is a decorative handle
fitting for the kogatana; a small utility knife fit into a
pocket on the saya.
Kurigata (栗形): The kuri-kata is a knob on the side of
the saya for attaching the sageo.
Mekugi (⽬釘): The mekugi is a small peg for securing
the tsuka to the nakago.
Menuki (⽬貫): The menuki are ornaments on the
tsuka (generally under the tsuka-ito); to fit into the palm
for grip and originally meant to hide the mekugi.
Mekugi-ana (⽬釘⽳): The mekugi-ana are the holes in
the tsuka and nakago for the mekugi.
Sageo (下げ緒): The sageo is the cord used to tie saya
to the belt/obi when worn.
Same-hada (鮫肌): literally the pattern of the ray skin.
Same-kawa (samegawa) (鮫⽪): same-kawa is the ray
or shark skin wrapping of the tsuka (handle/hilt).
Saya (鞘): The saya is a wooden scabbard for the
blade; traditionally done in lacquered wood.
Seppa (切⽻): The seppa are washers above and below
the tsuba to tighten the fittings.
Shitodome (鵐⽬): an accent on the kurikata for
aesthetic purposes; often done in gold-ish metal in
modern reproductions.
Tsuba (鍔 or 鐔): The tsuba is a hand guard.
Tsuka (柄): The tsuka is the hilt or handle; made of
wood and wrapped in samegawa.
Tsuka-maki (柄巻): the art of wrapping the tsuka,
including the most common hineri maki and katate
maki (battle wrap). There are also more elaborate and
artistic wrapping techniques, like Jabara maki.
Tsuka-ito (柄⽷): Tsuka-ito the wrap of the tsuka,
traditionally silk but today most often in cotton and
sometimes leather
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Kamae - Postures
Kamae should not be considered static postures, but
rather, snapshots in time during the fight. Once you
understand their basic form, we can begin to bring them
alive with dynamic movement.

Jodan/Dai Jodan
"Upper Level" posture. Jodan has the katana lifted beside
the head and Dai Jodan has the katana lifted above the
head. In both, the katana is held at a 45 degree angle
toward the rear.

Chudan/Waki no Tori
"Mid Level" postures. In both the katana is held at waist
level with the blade parallel to the ground. Chudan has
both hands on the tsuka, while Waki no Tori uses the left
hand to support the spine of the katana.

Gedan/Jizuri Gedan
"Low Level" postures. The tip of the katana is lowered and
parallel to the lead foot. In gedan the katana is held on the
left side, in jizuri gedan it is held on the right with crossed
wrists.

Hasso/Kongo
"Eight Direction" and "thunderbolt" posture. In both the
katana is held vertically. In hasso, it is held at the rear
shoulder. In kongo, it is held on your center line.

Ryu Tsui/Sha
"Wisteria Vine" posture. The katana is held low and to the
rear. In Ryu Tsui, the katana should rest across your rear
shin and be concealed from your opponent. In sha, it is
held held at the waist parallel to the ground.

Kocho/Shin
"Butterfly" posture. In kocho, the wrists are crossed, blade
up, katana extended from the shoulder girdle parallel to
the ground. For shin, begin in kocho then lower your rear
elbow closer to your hip, causing the tip to project up and
forward.

Kasumi/Tachi no Tori
"Haze" posture. In kasumi, the wrists are crossed and the
katana is held across the forehead. In Tachi no Tori, the
left hand is extended from kasumi to support the katana's
spine.

Totoku/Suwari
"Shield" posture and kneeling postures. The katana is held
with a reverse grip in totoku and presented as a shield.
Kneeling in suwari allows you to still hold the katana in a
chudan, gedan, or jodan position.

Ichi/Seigan
"Figure One" and "Correct Eye" posture. In ichi, the katana
is held extending from your chin or nose and points
directly at your opponent's face. In seigan, the katana is
held extending from the waist with the tip pointed at your
opponent's eyes.

Katana no Mochi - Sword Knowledge
Wearing
Your katana should be worn on the left side. Your saya is
tucked through the outer layer of your obi and your sageo
is tied to your obi - either across your hips or behind the
saya.

Gripping
Your sword is gripped with both hands - your right near
the tsuba, your left near the kashira. Your grip should be
firm but not tight, primarily relying on the ring and pinky
fingers for grip. If laid flat, your tuska should follow your
life line from the palm heel to the index finger.

Reiho - Salutes
Standing
You katana should be in its saya, in your belt. Place your
left hand on your saya, directly behind your tsuba. Bow
from the hips to approximately 45 degrees. Note: You
should still be able to see your opponent's entire body
without looking directly at them.

Kneeling
From Seiza no Kamae. Remove your sword and saya from
your belt and lay it in front of you with the tsuka on your
left side. Place your hands palm down between your
katana and yourself forming a triangle with your thumbs
and index fingers. Fold forward as if to place your nose or
forehead in the triangle of your hands.

Battlefield
From standing with your katana in your right hand. Point
your kissaki down and to your right. Fold at your hips to
approximately 45 degrees without taking your eyes off
your opponent.
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Kiri Gata - Cuts
Kiri Otoshi - Downward Cut
Kiri Otoshi cuts high to low in a direct vertical direction.

Kesa Giri - Diagonal Downward Cut
Kesa Giri is a diagonal cut from high to low following the
path of the keikogi lapels.

Do Giri - Horizontal Cuts
Do Giri is a horizontal cut from either side.

Kiri Age - Diagonal Upward Cut
Kiri Age is a diagonal cut from low to high.

Tsuki - Thrust
Thrusting with the tip of the katana. Either directly or
spiraling around your target's sword.

Cutting Targets
Men Uchi
A vertical strike to the dome of the skull.

Yoko Men Uchi
A strike to the side of the head.

Do Uchi
A horizontal strike to the body.

Kote Uchi
Cutting the hands or wrists.

Gedan Uchi
A low cut to the legs.

Tsuki Uchi
A thrusting strike to the torso, throat, or face.

Cutting Intentions
Cutting Through
Your cut travels through it's target aligned the same
direction as the edge.

Slashing/Drawing
Your cut travels along the length of the blade, generally as
you step past your target.

Pushing
Your cut pushes into your target along the lenght of the
blade.

Twisting/Spiralling
Your strike follows a circular path toward your target,
generally to avoid or parry your opponent's defense.

Juji no Ken - Figure 10 Cutting
This is the rapid cutting in two different directions forming
a cross on your opponent.

Uke Waza
Uke Nagashi
"Receiving Flow" Your sword moves to form a ramp that
your opponent's sword will slide down and off while you
continue your motion into your own attack.

High Shield
From a mid or high kamae, your sword point up. Your
opponent's sword should impact perpendicular to the
direction of your blade.

Low Shield
From a low kamae, your sword point down. Your
opponent's sword should impact perpendicular to the
direction of your blade.

Hanging Shield
Sword held vertically with the point down. Your
opponent's sword should impact perpendicular to the
direction of your blade.
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Slapping Parry
A sudden and sharp sideways strike to your opponent's
blade, knocking it off line and taking control of the center
line.

Circle Parry
A circular parry is used to capture and redirect your
opponents attack. This can be performed inward or
outward.

Cutting Parry
A cutting parry uses your own cutting action to void and
counter your opponent's cut. Your cut should succeed,
while their's fails.

Sweeping Parry
Similar to a slapping parry, but carrying through and past
the center line.

Binding Parry
A binding parry stops your opponent's attack by using
your blade and tsuba to catch and act as a wall against
your opponent's sword.

Tai Sabaki - Body Movement
Shuffle
Regardless of your kamae, shuffle stepping keeps you in
the same orientation at the end as when your started.
Whichever direction you move, the foot closest to that
direction moves first and the other follows to maintain
proper distance.

Passing
A passing step is our natural stepping action. Moving
forward or backwards, he opposite foot steps first and
passes your other foot.

Switch
A switchiing step is exactly what it sounds like - your feet
are switching places. Moving forward, your rear foot steps
forward to your front and your front steps back. Moving
backwards, your front foot steps first then your rear.

Aruki
The Aruki step is a sneaky variation of a passing step. The
goal is to move without looking like you're moving. As your
legs cross, your weight should remain on your non-moving
foot so as to keep your body still. This allows the
movement benefit of a passing step without losing your
kamae alignment.

Circling Step
A circling step should take you off line from your
opponent, preferably toward their vulnerable side. This is
most often done with a shuffle or aruki step to the side.

Batto
Batto is the act of drawing your sword and cutting
simultaneously.

Horizontal
Use your left thumb to unlock your katana from your saya.
Your right hand grips your tsuka. Your right foot steps
forward as your left hand rotates the saya and your right
hand draws to cut Do Giri.

Rising
Use your left thumb to unlock your katana from your saya.
Your right hand grips your tsuka. Your right foot steps
forwad and your right hand projects down before circling
upward in a rising cut.

Falling
Use your left thumb to unlock your katana from your saya.
Your right hand grips your tsuka. Your right foot steps
forward and your left hand lifts your saya upwardand
turns it outward. Your right hand draws up and cuts down
on your opponent.

Chiburi
Chibiri is the action of cleaning your katana before
returning it to your saya.

Vertical Circle
Lift your katana to a one-handed kasumi no kamae. As
your right foot steps backwards, forcefully circle your
katana down and to your right.

Icepick Downward Shake
From a two-handed grip, turn your right hand over into an
icepick style grip. Release with your left hand and lower
your kissaki into a vertical position. Forcefully hammer
downward (careful not to stab the ground) to clean your
blade.

Tsuka Hammer
From a two-handed grip such as chudan no kamae.
Release your right hand and hammer downward on your
tsuka just behind the tsuba.

Reverse Sleeve Wipe
From a two-handed grip, turn your right hand over into an
icepick style grip. Place the mune of your katana in the fold
of your elbow and draw it across your gi to clean the
blade.
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Noto
Noto is the act of returning your katana to your saya.

Sheath
With a one-handed grip, your katana should be horizontal
in front of you. Your left hand guides your saya to your
mune. Slide your koiguchi the length of your katana until
you feel the tip fall into your saya. Slide the saya onto the
katana then slide everything back to its place in your belt.

Reverse Sheath
From a one-handed icepick grip. Your left hand guides
your saya to your mune. Slide your koiguchi the length of
your katana until you feel the tip fall into your saya. Slide
the saya onto your katana then slide everything back to its
place in your belt.

Gekiken
Sparring with the katana is broken down into three
fundamental scenarios.

Sword vs. Sword
You and your opponent begin with your swords drawn -e
ach of you attempting to land a killing blow.

Drawing Duel
You each begin with your sword sheathed. A killing blow
from your draw is ideal, but you should be prepared to
continue the fight if your opponent is not struck down.

Sheathed vs. Drawn
You begin with your katana sheathed, but your opponent
begins with their katana drawn.

4th Kyu 
Technical Checklist

Katana no Mochi
Wearing the Katana
Holding the Katana

Reiho
Standing Bow
Kneeling Bow
Battlefield Bow

Kamae - Choose 3
☐  
☐  
☐

Kiri no Gata
Kiri Otoshi
Kesa Giri

Targets
Men Uchi
Yoko Men Uchi

Cutting Intentions
Cutting Through the Target

Uke Waza - Choose 3
☐ 
☐ 
☐

Tai Sabaki
Passing Step
Shuffling Step
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3rd Kyu 
Technical Checklist

You will also be asked to demonstrate techniques from
previous ranks.

Kamae - Choose 3
☐  
☐  

Kiri no Gata
Do Giri
Kiri Age

Targets
Kote Uchi
Do Uchi

Cutting Intentions
Slashing/Drawing Cut

Uke Waza - Choose 3
☐  
☐  
☐

Tai Sabaki
Switch Step
Aruki Step

You may also be asked to perform selected material
from your previous rank.

2nd Kyu 
Technical Checklist

You will also be asked to demonstrate techniques from
previous ranks.

Katana no Mochi
Parts of the Katana

Kamae - Choose 3
☐  
☐  
☐

Kiri no Gata
Tsuki

Targets
Gedan Uchi
Tsuki Uchi

Cutting Intentions
Pushing Cut

Uke Waza - Choose 3
☐  
☐  
☐

Tai Sabaki
Circling Step

Gekiken
Sword vs. Sword

You may also be asked to perform selected material
from your previous rank.
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1st Kyu 
Technical Checklist

You will also be asked to demonstrate techniques from
previous ranks.

1st Kyu
Kiri no Gata

Ura Juji no Ken
Yon Po Giri

Cutting Intentions
Twisting/Spiraling Cut

Batto
Horizontal Draw

Chiburi
Vertical Circle
Tsuka Hammer

No To
Standard Sheathing

Gekiken
Drawing Duel

You may also be asked to perform selected material
from your previous rank.

Shodan 
Technical Checklist

You will also be asked to demonstrate techniques from
previous ranks.

Kiri no Gata
Omote Juij no Ken
Happo Giri

Batto
Rising Draw
Falling Draw

Chibui
Icepick Downward Shake
Reverse Sleeve Wipe

No To
Reverse Sheathing

Gekiken
Drawn vs Undrawn

You may also be asked to perform selected material
from your previous rank.
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EOSD Ronin Kenjutsu Kihon Checklist
Katana no Mochi
☐ Holding the katana  
☐ Wearing the katana  
☐ Parts of the katana

Reiho - Bowing Salute
☐ Standing Bow  
☐ Kneeling Bow  
☐ Battlefield Bow

Kamae - Postures
☐ Jodan & Dai Jodan no Kamae  
☐ Chudan no Kamae & Waki no Tori  
☐ Gedan & Jizuri Gedan no Kamae  
☐ Hasso & Kongo no Kamae  
☐ Ryu Tsui & Sha no Kamae  
☐ Kocho & Shin no Kamae  
☐ Kasumi no Kamae & Tachi no Tori  
☐ Totoku & Suwari no Kamae  
☐ Ichi & Seigan no Kamae

Kiri no Gata - Cuts
☐ Kiri Otoshi - Downward Cut  
☐ Kesa Giri - Downward Diagonal Cut  
☐ Do Giri - Horizontal Cuts  
☐ Kiri Age - Rising Diagonal Cuts  
☐ Tsuki - Thrust

Cutting Targets
☐ Men Uchi - Top of the head  
☐ Yoko Men Uchi - Side of the head or neck  
☐ Do Uchi - Cutting the body  
☐ Kote Uchi - Cutting the hands or wrists  
☐ Gedan Uchi - Cutting the legs  
☐ Tsuki Uchi - Thrusting to the chest, neck, or head

Cutting Intentions
☐ Cutting through your target  
☐ Slashing/Drawing Cut  
☐ Pushing Cut  
☐ Twisting/Spiraling Cut

Uke Waza - Defending
☐ Uke Waza - Receiving Flow  
☐ High Shield  
☐ Low Shield  
☐ Hanging Shield  
☐ Slapping Parry  
☐ Cutting Parry  
☐ Circle Parry  
☐ Sweeping Parry  
☐ Binding Parry

Tai Sabaki - Body Movements
☐ Passing Step  
☐ Shuffling Step 
☐ Switch Step  
☐ Aruki Step  
☐ Circling Step

Batto - Sword Drawing
☐ Horizontal Draw  
☐ Rising Draw  
☐ Falling Draw

Chiburi - Cleaning the Sword
☐ Vertical Circle  
☐ Icepick Downward Shake  
☐ Tsuka Hammer  
☐ Reverse Sleeve Wipe

No To - Sheathing the Sword
☐ Standard Sheating  
☐ Reverse Sheathing

Gekiken - Sparring
☐ Sword vs Sword  
☐ Drawing Duel  
☐ Drawn vs Undrawn


